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Reality
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From Reality To Obvious
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From Reality To Obvious

Credits to Dave Gray - Liminal Thinking
Blow the Self-Sealing Bubble

“Deconstruct our own beliefs”
Dave Gray
Liminal Space

Set of beliefs A

Set of beliefs B
Resilient Learning happens in the Liminal Space

“Non Agile” Beliefs

Agile Beliefs
where are you from?
“I am from X”
Third Culture Kids

David Pollock - Third Culture Kids, Growing Up Among Worlds
TIME
a main culture pointer
What is your relationship to time?
O’Clock
Event Driven

“Open Space”
Deconstruct The Agile Obvious

What is Obvious (To US) about Agile?

What Assumptions did I make?

Relevant to Needs

Experience

Reality

Credits to Dave Gray - Liminal Thinking
Deconstruct The Agile Obvious

What was our Experience?

What was Relevant to our Needs?

Which was our Experience?

What is Obvious about Agile?

What Assumptions did I make?

Reality

Credits to Dave Gray - Liminal Thinking
Enter the Liminal Space

TCK pattern

“Involution”

**Beliefs**

What seem obvious to us to stick to Agile?

*List & order*

“Leaving”

**Assumptions**

What Assumption did we make?

*List & order*

“Transition”

**Needs**

What is dangerous to me?

*List & order*

“Re-Involvement”

What are Agile-resistant group beliefs?

*List & order*

What would make me have those beliefs?
Tell The Story!

**My Status Quo:**
- My needs

**My Story:**
- How did my Agile experience meet my needs?

**Lead Outcome:**
- My beliefs
Beliefs ≠ Values
What did you discover & How will you use it?